
Call # TITLE & AUTHOR
006.3 CRAWF Atlas of AI : power, politics, and the planetary costs of artificial 

intelligence / Kate Crawford

070.4 MACKR Going with the boys;The correspondents : six women writers on 

the front lines of World War II / Judith Mackrell

070.4 ROKER You look so much better in person : true stories of absurdity and 

success / Al Roker

152.4 FIRTH A human history of emotion : how the way we feel built the world 

we know / Richard Firth-Godbehere

152.4 IGNAT On consolation : finding solace in dark times / Michael Ignatieff

158 HOF The Wim Hof method : activate your full human potential / Wim 

Hof
158.1 COLEM From paycheck to purpose : the clear path to doing work you love / 

Ken Coleman

289.9 JONES Sex cult nun : breaking away from the Children of God, a wild, 

radical religious cult / Faith Jones

296.16 WIESEL Filled with fire and light : portraits and legends from the Bible, 

Talmud, and Hasidic world / Elie Wiesel 

304.2 DUNN A natural history of the future : what the laws of biology tell us 

about the destiny of the human species / Rob Dunn

304.2 STOTT Back to Earth : what life in space taught me about our home planet-

-and our mission to protect it / Nicole Stott

305.26 BONNE Collective wisdom : lessons, inspiration, and advice from women 

over 50 / edited by Grace Bonney

305.42 RATAJ My Body / Ratajkowski, Emily

305.8 DYSON Essays. Selections;Entertaining race : performing blackness in 

America / Michael Eric Dyson

305.8 HEADL Speaking of race : why everybody needs to talk about racism--and 

how to do it / Celeste Headlee

305.8 MCWHO Woke racism : how a new religion has betrayed Black America / 

John McWhorter

305.895 KANG The loneliest Americans / Jay Caspian Kang

306.85 BLAKE The uninnocent : notes on violence and mercy / Katharine Blake

320.1 MARSH The power of geography : ten maps that reveal the future of our 

world / Tim Marshall

324.273 CHRIS Republican rescue : saving the party from truth deniers, conspiracy 

theorists, and the dangerous policies of Joe Biden / Chris Christie

347.7326 GREEN Justice on the brink : the death of Ruth Bader Ginsburg, the rise of 

Amy Coney Barrett, and twelve months that transformed the 

Supreme Court / Linda Greenhouse

362.292 SILVA The death of my father the pope : a memoir / Obed Silva

363.33 MAK Misfire : inside the downfall of the NRA / Tim Mak

363.738 FOX Last winter : the scientists, adventurers, journeymen, and 

mavericks trying to save the world / Porter Fox
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363.738 HAWKE Regeneration : ending the climate crisis in one generation / Paul 

Hawken

364.168 MICHE American kleptocracy : how the U.S. created the world's greatest 

money laundering scheme in history / Casey Michel

364.609 ABOLI Abolition for the people : the movement for a future without 

policing & prisons / edited by Colin Kaepernick

394 CAMPO All American Christmas / Rachel Campos-Duffy and Sean Duffy

523.1 CHAN Frequently asked questions about the universe / Jorge Cham and 

Daniel Whiteson

610.92 FAUCI Fauci : expect the unexpected : ten lessons on truth, service, and 

the way forward / [edited by National Geographic]

612.2 HAN Breathing lessons : a doctor's guide to lung health / MeiLan K. Han, 

M.D

616.079 DETTM Immune : a journey into the mysterious system that keeps you 

alive / Philipp Dettmer

616.462 PANDA The circadian diabetes code : discover the right time to eat, sleep, 

and exercise to prevent and reverse prediabetes and diabetes / 

Satchin Panda, PhD

616.9 DOUTH The deep places : a memoir of illness and discovery / Ross Douthat

618.929 MOORE I dream he talks to me : a memoir of learning how to listen / Allison 

Moorer

636.7 BLUM Woodrow on the bench : life lessons from a wise old dog / Jenna 

Blum

641.5 TEIGE Cravings. All together : recipes to love / Chrissy Teigen 

641.568 LAIDL Tim Burton's The nightmare before Christmas: the official 

cookbook & entertaining guide / recipes by Kim Laidlaw

641.5973 VENAB QVC's resident foodie presents Half homemade, fully delicious / 

David Venable

641.5977 DRUMM The pioneer woman cooks : super easy! : 120 shortcut recipes for 

dinners, desserts, and more / Ree Drummond

650.1 REFFK No one succeeds alone : learn everything you can from everyone 

you can / Robert Reffkin

658.4092 DELL Play nice but win : a CEO's journey from founder to leader / 

Michael Dell

700.974 SCHLO The loft generation : from the de Koonings to Twombly : portraits 

and sketches, 1942-2011 / Edith Schloss 

741.59 WOLK All of the marvels : a journey to the ends of the biggest story ever 

told / Douglas Wolk

782.4216 MCCAR The lyrics : 1956 to the present / Paul McCartney ; edited with an 

Introduction by Paul Muldoon

782.421692 LED Led Zeppelin : the biography / Bob Spitz

791.45 BAUMG Welcome to Dunder Mifflin : the ultimate oral history of The office 

/ Brian Baumgartner and Ben Silverman

791.45 IMPER Woke up this morning : the definitive oral history of The Sopranos / 

Michael Imerioli 



792.6 LAPIN Putting it together : how Stephen Sondheim and I created Sunday 

in the park with George / James Lapine

796.323 SHAUG Wish it lasted forever : life with the Larry Bird Celtics / Dan 

Shaughnessy

808.88 COHEN Glitter every day : 365 quotes from women I love / Andy Cohen

811.4 PREND The gilded edge / Catherine Prendergast

814.54 PATCH These precious days : essays / Ann Patchett

818.6 SLOSS Everyone you hate is going to die : and other comforting thoughts 

on family, friends, sex, love, and more things that ruin your life / 

Daniel Sloss

901 GRAEB The dawn of everything : a new history of humanity / David 

Graeber and David Wengrow

917.42 MARTI New Hampshire rail trails / Charles F. Martin

930.1 WILLI Lost cities, ancient tombs : 100 discoveries that changed the world 

/ general editor, Ann R. Williams

940.1 JONES Powers and thrones : a new history of the Middle Ages / Dan Jones

940.53 SAMET Looking for the good war : American amnesia and the violent 

pursuit of happiness / Elizabeth D. Samet

940.5412 HOLLA Brothers in arms : one legendary tank regiment's bloody war from 

D-day to VE-day / James Holland

940.5472 CLAVI Lightning down : a World War II story of survival / Tom Clavin

949.5 MAZOW The Greek Revolution : 1821 and the making of modern Europe / 

Mark Mazower

956.94 MICHA Twelve tribes : promise and peril in the new Israel / Ethan Michaeli

956.9442 LAWLE Under Jerusalem : the buried history of the world's most contested 

city / Andrew Lawler

959.704 WARRE Year of the hawk : America's descent into Vietnam, 1965 / James A. 

Warren
973.04 SIXTE The 1619 Project : a new origin story / edited by Nikole Hannah-

Jones

973.7092 FELDM The broken constitution : Lincoln, slavery, and the refounding of 

America / Noah Feldman

973.7092 KILME The president and the freedom fighter : Abraham Lincoln, Frederick 

Douglass, and their battle to save America's soul / Brian Kilmeade

973.933 KARL Betrayal : the final act of the Trump show / Jonathan Karl

BIOGRAPHY ABEDIN Both/and : a life in many worlds / Huma Abedin

BIOGRAPHY ADLER Madam : the biography of Polly Adler, icon of the Jazz Age / Debby 

Applegate

BIOGRAPHY AI 1000 years of joys and sorrows : a memoir / Ai Weiwei ; translated 

by Allan H. Barr

BIOGRAPHY ANTETOKOUNMPO Giannis : the improbable rise of an NBA MVP / Mirin Fader

BIOGRAPHY BROOKS All about me! : my remarkable life in show business / Mel Brooks

BIOGRAPHY CARVER George Washington Carver : a life / Christina Vella

BIOGRAPHY FORBES The hidden case of Ewan Forbes : and the unwritten history of the 

trans experience / Zoë Playdon

BIOGRAPHY FOSTER Hooked : how crafting saved my life / by Sutton Foster



BIOGRAPHY GEORGE III The last king of America : the misunderstood reign of George III / 

Andrew Roberts

BIOGRAPHY ROBERTS Cokie : a life well lived / Steven V. Roberts

BIOGRAPHY SIEGEL Bugsy Siegel : the dark side of the American dream / Michael 

Shnayerson

BIOGRAPHY SMITH Will / Will Smith ; with Mark Manson

BIOGRAPHY VINDMAN Here, right matters : an American story / Alexander S. Vindman

BIOGRAPHY WILSON Scientist : E.O. Wilson : a life in nature / Richard Rhodes


